
Philosophical Foundations
of Education and

Curriculum Design
Planning

Efficiency of
Delivery

Societal Needs

There is an order to
which curriculum needs
to be pursued, and that
starts with agreeing on
what "education" is.

Individual
philosophy evolves
through growth and

development of
educators

This definition would
then be impacted by

the community of
learners one is

working with Cultural
Transmission

Child-Centered

Conceptions of
Curriculum

Self Actualization -
Elsner & Vallance

Learner
Centered -
Schiro

Humanist -
Ornstein and
Hunkins

Self
Actualization -
Sowell

Humanistic -
McNeil

Conceptions
of Curriculum

Social
Reconstruction

- Elsner and
Vallance

Social
Reconstruction

- Schiro

Reconceptualist
- Ornstein and
Hunkins

Social
Relevance -

Sowell

Social
Reconstruction
- McNeil

Academic
Rationalisms -

Elsner and
Vallance

Scholar Academic -
Schiro

Academic -
Ornstein
and
Hunkins

Academic -
McNeil

Technology -
Elsner and

Vallance

Behavioural -
Ornstein and

Hunkins

Technology -
Sowell

Systemic -
McNeil

Cognitive -
Elsner and
Vallance

Social
Efficacy

Managerial

Cumulative
Tradition -

Sowell

Conceptions of
Curriculum

Sources of
Curriculum Design

Sources of
Curricular
Design

Sources of
Curricular Design

Sources of
Curriculum

Design

Science as a
Source

Knowledge
as a Source

Learner as a
Source

Society as a
Source

Moral
Doctrine as

a Source

Representative
Curriculum

Designs

Learner
Centered
Designs -
Ornstein

and
Hunkins

Representative
Curricular
Designs

Subject
Centered
Designs -
Ornstein and
Hunksins

Representative
Curricular
Designs

Problem Centered
Designs - Ornstein
and Hunkins

Subject Matter
Designs -
Sowell

Society-Culture
Based Designs
- Sowell

Learner-Based
Designs -

Sowell

Other Designs -
Sowell

Technology
as

Curriculum

School-to-Work
Curriculum

Core Curriculum

Organic
Curriculum

Developmental
Curriculum

Social Functions
and Activities
DesignsSocial

Living

Problems of
Community

Social Action

Single Subject

Correlated
Subjects

Broad Fields Interdisciplinary
Integrated
Studies

Thematic

Subject
Design

Discipline
Design

Broad Fields
Design

Correlated
Design

Process Design

Child-
Centered
Designs

Experience-
Centered
Designs

Romantic
(Radical)
Designs

Humanistic
Designs

Life
Situations

Design

Reconstructionist
Design

Differ from learner-
centered as the design

is planned before the
students' arrival

Content
organized so
students can
clearly view

problem areas
Focus on

problem solving
procedures

Textbooks and teachers=
subject specialists

Separated and
procedural knowledge of
subjects

Materials used
by schools

reflect content
organization

Stresses content and
neglects students' needs
interests and experiences

Philosophy of
Education

Perrenialism

Realism

Traditional Values

Timeless
knowledge

Philosophy of
Education

Progressivism

Pragmatism

Democratic, Social

Active and interesting learning

Philosophy of Education

Reconstructionism

Pragmatism

Improve
Society

Teacher serves
as agent of
change

Social
Sciences

Equality

Conceptions of
the Curriculum

Philosophy
of

Education

Essentialism

Subject Matter

Academic Subjects
Realism

Idealism

More frequent at
the elementary
level than
secondary

Child's interests and
needs (must have
educational value

Teaching must suit a
child's development level
and personal satisfying
experiences

Integrate subject matter
from various fields to
understand and solve
social problems and to
meet developmental
needs

"children should be taught within the
context of their natural environment,

not in an artificial one like their
classroom"- Rousseau

"effective education did not
require strict discipline.. should
be somewhat free, drawing on
the child's innate tendency to
become engaged in interesting
things."- Parker

Dewey wanted
educators to analyze
children's experiences
and see how these
experiences shaped
children's knowledge

This design draws heavily on
Plato's academic idea

"Teaching, learning, and
curriculum are all

interwoven in school
practices and should

reflect a school's and a
community's philosophy

(Ornstein)

Content can
extend beyond
subject
boundaries

"In focus are the individual
child’s opportunities for
building up
knowledge and expressing
their understanding of the
surrounding world."-
Samuelsson

teachers should be guided by the children’s
interest and questions focussing on here
and now. This is the core of preschool
pedagogy, and the expected approaches of
the teacher are deeply rooted in the
preschool tradition (Bruce, 1990).

To be valued as high quality
practitioners, the teachers have
to organise preschool activities,
approach the children and act in
accordance with the programs’
aims and value orientation.
(Samuelsson)

Traditional

Provides tools
to participate in

Western
Culture

Contents, ways
of thinking

Cognitive
Achievement &

Intellect

Knowledge
integration

Content Based -
Classic
Disciplines

Technology by
which

knowledge is
communicate

Calls for simple
outcomes

No Child Left
Behind

Preparing
nations

workforce

Tools for
survival in an
unpredictable
world

Social reform

Concerned with
injustices/inequality
of society

Society is
unhealthy -
Something can
be done

Focuses on
content and
process

Schools
enjoyable

Growth of
individuals

Whole child
teaching

Problem
solving, not

content

Not prescribed

May be in part
of curriculum in

schools

Active learning
needs, interests

Students select
purposes of
learning

Traditional

Standard

Public
comfortable

Content-based

Most popular
and used

Content &
knowledge

Plato

Socialization

Developmental
ideas

Real life

Cultural
traditions

Unmet needs

Collaboration
and inquiry

Serves
interests of
society

Created with
the people

Socialization

Problem
Solving

Observable

Learning how
to learn

Cognitive -
Thinking

Strategies

Lasting Truths -
Content Based

Some subjects
are important

Still in private
schools

Spirituality not
religion

Stimulate
s and

develops
minds of
learners

Plato influence

Psychological
foundations

Minds create
meaning

Learning is the
primary source of
curriculum design
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